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It's Friday!
It’s the weekend, and food has been an important part of fostering many
conversations this Holiday week! In this newsletter, you will learn more about a
swiftly approaching art show that uses food, beverages, visual art, and
interactive performance art to foster conversations about gentrification. You will
also get a chance to explore photos from the Five Points Better Block Plaza.
We are so thankful for all those that came out to Five Points Better Block. We
truly appreciate the volunteers, vendors, and committee members who came
together to make Five Points Better Block possible. Plus, if you are looking for
upcoming community events in the Historic West End, we have you covered!

West Side Stories

OPEN HOUSE: Art, Food, and Conversations
about Gentrification 
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Transformation is happening around Charlotte and two creatives who use very
different art mediums will come together Thursday, November 30 in the Historic
West End to foster conversations about gentrification. Social Justice Creative
Janelle Dunlap and THE YOLK CAFE co-owner Chef Greg Collier will come
together to present satirical commentary about gentrification through the sense
of taste, sight, and sound. The visual, culinary, and performance art show Open
House will explore the topic of gentrification in the Charlotte area. Two Open
House shows have been scheduled at the Wadsworth Estate (400 S. Summit
Ave.). Shows are scheduled for 4pm and 6pm. Tickets are currently on sale via
Eventbrite. 
  
Dunlap has been working on a collection of visual art pieces that showcase the
gentrification process that has occurred, and that continues to occur in
Charlotte. Dunlap’s goal is to use art to push important conversations. This
drive to help foster hard conversations is a running theme throughout her work.
She explained, “You will not see a lot of images of people in my work because I
like to bring the value of the space without people to the forefront of the
conversation. I do this so people can see the parallels between the worlds living
right next door to each other.” She continued “This is the first time in history we
are having generational poverty living next to generational wealth. Through my
work I am visualizing what that looks like.”
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Janelle Dunlap, Social Justice Creative

Like Dunlap, Chef Greg Collier will help to push the gentrification conversation
too. However, Collier will do so through the sense of taste. Through his food
servings, Chef Collier will provide an additional gentrification narrative to
attendees. “We are highlighting what gentrification looks like from a different
perspective. A lot of people in Charlotte only see development and growth as
just that. They don’t really see how it is impacting the people that are moved
out.” Collier will use his catering presentation at Open House to make satirical
commentary on a typical small business gentrification narrative. Chef Collier’s
six “New Southern Tastings” paired with a house-made cocktail will bring the
displaced Mom n’ Pop Shop narrative to the forefront. Collier explained, “When
a new restaurant comes into the neighborhood and is able to sale the same
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product as a Mom n’ Pop restaurant at 12x the rate, the  Mom n’ Pop business
will eventually be displaced.”

Chef Greg Collier of THE YOLK CAFE & Soul Food Sessions
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Beyond the visuals and tastings, attendees themselves will become an
important part of the art show. Open House attendees will become actors in the
performance art gentrification narrative taking place at the Wadsworth Estate
on Thursday November 30. To become a part of this important art show that
creatively blends food, beverages, visual art, and interactive performance grab
a ticket today at www.OpenHouseArtFoodConvo.eventbrite.com. 

All proceeds from event tickets will go to the West Side Community Land Trust,
a 501(c) 3 non-profit working to create permanently affordable housing for the
West Charlotte community.

Five Points Better Block Photo Recap
Take a look at a few of the photos from the Five Points Better Block Build
Week! Volunteers, vendors, artists and community members came out to
explore what the Five Points Plaza could become. For that, we thank you! 

Explore the full photo album on Facebook! 

Get Tickets!
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Friday Night food truck run!

Pop-up party at Five Points Plaza!
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Five Points Better Block outdoor vendor marketplace.

Five Points Plaza entertainment area.
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Spoken word at the Five Points Plaza!
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Protected bike lane. (Photo by Charlotte B-cycle)

Wh t' G i O ?

See Full Photo Album!
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What's Going On?
Next Tuesday | Nov. 28 | Movie Screening: The North Pole 
The North Pole Show explores these issues and a comedic and entertaining
way to help explain some of the complexities that exist in the areas of
gentrification and climate change. These shorts will have you laughing, thinking
and coming up with a MASTER plan on how to be a part of the solution and get
off the sideline and into the game. 
Learn more>> https://www.facebook.com/events/288597671650362 
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Next Thursday | Nov. 30 | Open House: Art, Food, & Conversations about
Gentrification  
Open House is an artistic collaboration between Social Justice Creative Janelle
Dunlap and Chef Greg Collier of THE YOLK CAFE. Attendees will explore
gentrification through the sense of taste, sight, & sound. Explore a gentrified
menu of six “New Southern Tastings” paired with a house-made cocktail as you
engage with visual art and become a key character in an artistic performance.
Get tickets >> www.OpenHouseArtFoodConvo.eventbrite.com 
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Save the Date | Dec. 14 | A Holiday Party with Historic West End Initiative  
The Holiday Season preparations have begun. Historic West End Initiative is
planning its annual community holiday party. Be sure to add Thursday, Dec. 14,
2017 to your calendar book.

Looking for more 
West Side events? 
Head to the Historic West End
Initiative website and click the
"Events" tab to see a list of West
Side community happenings!   

West End Events Listing >>
 

Do you have a West Side
Event coming up? 
Click the link below and submit your
event for possible posting on
WestEndCLT.com community
calendar. Submit An Event>>

F di O t iti
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Funding Opportunities

Culture Blocks Creative Activator Fellowship
The Creative Activator Fellowship provides funding for creative individuals,
culture bearers and keepers, and artisans living within the Culture Blocks
program geography to execute art, science, history, and/or heritage activities in
the area where they live. 

Fellowship awards of $5,000 will be made to Individuals to support the design
and facilitation of community-based and community-engaged creative activities
that occur in spaces close to where the intended audience and fellow live.
Fellowship activities may range in size and duration from a multi-month series
of small-scale events to single day large-scale events.
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